r a maximal ideal in the integral closure 22' of a local domain R.
The theorem is also related to the following well known result [1, Proposition 4.4] or [14, Proposition 5.1 
]: If (J?, M) is a regular local ring and (V, N) is a valuation ring in the quotient field F of R such that R Q V, NΠ R = M, and trd (V/N)/(R/M) = altitude
R -1, then V is a DVR and the sequence of quadratic transformations of R along V is finite. In 2.22.1 it is shown that the same conclusion holds when R is an analytically unramified local domain which satisfies the altitude formula. Moreover, 2.11 implies that a form of the converse also holds, namely: If (W, Q) is a valuation ring in F such that R ^ W 9 Q f]R = M and the sequence of quadratic transformations of R along W is finite, then W is a DVR, W is a locality over R, and trd (V/N)f(R/M) = altitude R-l 2.22.2. A number of other corollaries to 2.11 are given in 2.12-2.22.
In § 3 we consider a closely related subject. Namely, we prove some results concerning a locality (S, P) over a local domain {R, M) such that Pf]R = M and S contains elements with property (T) 3.1. For such S, S satisfies the altitude formula 3.2.1. Also, every DVRPL F* over S in E is such that F* Π F is a DVRPL over R of the first kind, where E and i^7 are the quotient fields of S and R, respectively 3.2.2. Further, either R satisfies the altitude formula or, for each DVRPL V over R in F which is of the second kind, 3.2.3 . Moreover, for each maximal ideal P' in the integral closure S' of S, S;, n F is a DVRPL over J? of the first kind 3.3. It is then shown that if R is analytically unramified and E is separably generated over 22, then, for each maximal ideal P' in S', Sp, is analytically irreducible 3.4. Two further related corollaries are also given,and then the paper is closed with an application of 3.3.
PV[S] -V[S]
2* The altitude formula and DVR's* All rings in this paper are assumed to be commutative with an identity element. The undefined terminology is, in general, the same as that in [5] .
The main result in this section is a characterization of a local domain R which satisfies the altitude formula in terms of certain DVR's in the quotient field of R 2.11. After proving 2.11, a number of corollaries are given.
To prove 2.11, some preliminary information is needed. We begin with the following definition. DEFINITION 
Let
A be an integral domain and let S be a quasi-local domain.
2.1.1. S is said to be a locality over A in case S is a quotient ring of a finitely generated integral domain over A (hence S is Noetherian).
2.1.2.
S is said to be a pseudo-locality over A in case there exists a finitely generated integral domain B over A such that S is a quotient ring of an integral extension domain of B.
The proof of the following remark is straightforward, so will be omitted. REMARK 2.2. Let A and S be as in 2.1. Then the following statements hold: 2.2.1. If S is a pseudo-locality over A and T is a pseudo-locality over S, then T is a pseudo-locality over A. a valuation ring V Φ F in F is a pseudolocality over R, then V is a DVR. Namely, V is a quotient ring of the integral closure / of a Noetherian domain, and / is a Krull domain [5, (33.10) ]. DEFINITION 2.5. Let (R, M) be a quasi-local domain, and let E be an extension field of the quotient field of R. Then, by a D VRPL over R in E, we mean a DVR (F, N) whose quotient field is E and which is a pseudo-locality over R such that N f] R = M. If (F, N) is a DVRPL over R, then F is said to be of the first kind in case tγά(V/N)/(RIM) = altitude R -1. F is said to be of the second kind, if F isn't of the first kind. (cf. [15, p. 95] ).
The following facts concerning DVRPL's will be needed in what follows. REMARK 2.6. Let (R, M) be a local domain, and let F be the quotient field of R. Then the following statements hold: 2.6.1. If altitude R > 0, then there exists a DVRPL Fc F over R which is of the first kind. N) is a valuation ring in F such that RQ F, N Π R = M, and tτά(V/N)/(R/M) = altitude R -1, then F is a DVRPL over R which is of the first kind.
If (F,
2.6.3. If R is analytically unramified (that is, the ikf-adic completion of R contains no nonzero nilpotent elements) and E is a finite separable extension field of F, then every DVRPL over R in E is, in fact, a locality over R. • -> Va-i]-Then MB = JV Π B is a prime ideal and depth MB = α -1 [9, Lemma 4.2] . Let y t -bjb a (i = 1, , α -1) , where the 6^ are in M. Then, by [9, Lemma 4.3] , height MB -1. Therefore, since V contains the integral closure / of B MB , it follows that V ~ I NΓι i (since I N(]I is a DVR). Therefore 7 is a DVRPL over R, and V is of the first kind.
2.6.3. Assume that R is analytically unramified and that E is a finite separable extension field of F, and let (V, N) be a DVRPL over R in £7. Let B be a finitely generated integral domain over R such that V is a quotient ring of an integral extension domain of B. Then, since E is finitely generated over F, it may be assumed that E is the quotient field of B. Then the integral closure B' of B is contained in V and V = B' NΓ]B ,. Now 5' is a finite B-algebra [2, Theorem 3] , so V is a locality over i?.
One more definition is needed before proving our first proposition. DEFINITION 2. 7. An integral domain A is catenary in case, for each pair of prime ideals PaQ in A, all saturated chains of prime ideals between P and Q have the same length (that is, if P = P o c P x c c P n = Q is a chain of prime ideals in A such that height P,/P,_ 3 = 1, for ΐ = 1, -, w, then w = height Q/P).
We can now state and prove the following result. Proof. Assume that R isn't catenary, so there exists a prime ideal P in R such that depth P = 1 and height P = (say)fe < altitude
, c λ )iί £ P such that P is a minimal prime divisor of C, and let b e M such that C: bR is the P-primary component of C (so C:
, a A ], where &< = c</6, let P* = PJ? δ n A, and let AT* = (Λf, X)A, where X = (a?,, , x h )A. Then P* -(P, X)A, so A/P* = RjP, and so Λf* is proper. Also, every element in A can be written in the form = h < a -1, and so F is a DVRPL over Λ 2.2.1 which is of the second kind. Hence, if every DVRPL over R in F is of the first kind, then R is catenary. REMARK 2.9. The converse of 2.8 is false. That is, with the notation of 2.8, it may happen that R is catenary and there exists a DVRPL V over R in F of the second kind. For example, let R be as in [5, Example 2, in the case m = 0 and r > 0. Then R is a catenary local domain, altitude R = r + 1 > 1, and there exists a height one maximal ideal, say JV, in the integral closure R r of R. Then F = R' N is a DVRPL over Λ, and
Before proving the main theorem in this paper, we need one more definition. DEFINITION 2. 10. An integral domain A satisfies the altitude inequality in case, for each finitely generated integral domain B over A and for each prime ideal P in J5,
A satisfies the altitude formula in case equality always holds in (#).
It is known [15, Proposition 2, p. 326 ] that a Noetherian domain satisfies the altitude inequality. THEOREM 
Let (R, M) be a local domain with quotient field F. Then R satisfies the altitude formula if and only if ever DVRPL over R in F is of the first kind.
Proof. Assume that R satisfies the altitude formula and let FcFbea DVRPL over R, say V = (A p )', where A is a finitely generated ring over R and p is a height one prime ideal in A 2.2.2. Then p f] R = M, so, by the altitude formula, height (ii) If height N = height ilί, then S = A N isn't catenary (since height p* + height iSΓ/p* = height p + 1 < height p + depth p ^ altitude J? = height N). Therefore, by 2.8, there exists a DVRPL V over S in F of the second kind. Then V is a DVRPL over 1? 2.2.1 and, since S/NS = JB/JkΓ and height iV = height M, V is of the second kind over R.
A number of corollaries to 2.11 will now be given. The first considers what can be said when R is analytically unramified. COROLLARY 
Let (R, M) be an analytically unramified local domain, and let F be the quotient field of R. Then R satisfies the altitude formula if and only if each DVRPL V over R in F is a locality and is of the first kind.
Proof. This follows immediately from 2.11, and 2.6.3.
The next corollary shows that the condition that all DVRPL's are of the first kind is inherited by localities and factor domains. Proof. Since A is catenary, A P satisfies the altitude formula [10, Theorem 3.9] . Therefore the conclusion follows from 2.11.
The next corollary is closely related to 2.14. In the corollary, a taut semi-local domain A is considered. By definition, A is taut in case, for each prime ideal P in A, height P + depth Pe{l, altitude A}. Many properties of taut semi-local domains are given in [3] and in [13] . For our purposes, we need only that if P is a nonmaximal prime ideal in A, then A P satisfies the altitude formula, by [3, Proposition 9] Proof. Since A is trut, A P satisfies the altitude formula, as just noted. Therefore the conclusion follows from 2.11.
The next corollary considers V* Π F, where F* is a DVRPL over R in a finitely generated extension field of the quotient field F of R. Proof. S satisfies the altitude formula [8, Corollary 3.7] , so V* is of the first kind over S 2.11. Also F* is a pseudo-locality over R 2.2.1, so V* is a pseudo-locality over V = F* Π F. Also, V is a DVR [5, 33.7] . 
Therefore trd (V/N)/(R/M) = tτά(V*/N*)/(R/M) -trd (V*/N*)/(V/N) = trd (V*/N*)/(S/P) + tτά(S/P)/(R/M) -tτά(V*/N*)/(V/N).
Now tτά(V*/N*)/(SIP) = altitude S -1, and, by the altitude formula, trd (S/P)I(R/M) = altitude 12 + trd S/12 -altitude S.
Therefore trd (V/N)/(RIM) = (altitudes -1) + (altitude 12 + trd S/12 -altitude S) -trd S/12 -altitude 12-1. Therefore 7 is a DVRPL over 12 of the first kind 2.6.2.
In 2.19, it will be seen that the next corollary to 2.11 gives an equivalence to the Chain Conjecture and to the Catenary Chain Conjecture (see 2.18 below). COROLLARY 
If the integral closure R f of a local domain R is quasi-local, and if (D, Q) is a ring such that R £ D £ 12', then D satisfies the altitude formula if and only if every DVRPL over D in F is of the first kind, where F is the quotient field of R.
Proof. Assume first that D satisfies the altitude formula and that To prove our final corollary to 2.11, we need the following definition and lemma. In [5, p. 141] it is proved that R x is uniquely determined by R and V (that is, is independent of the basis for M). LEMMA 
Let (R, M) be a local domain, and let (V, N) be a valuation ring in the quotient field of R such that R Q V and N Π R = M. Then the sequence of quadratic transformations of R along V is finite if and only if V is a DVRPL over R and V is a locality over R.
Proof. Assume first that the sequence of quadratic transformations of R along V is finite. Then V = R ίf for some i ^ 0, so, by 2.2.1, V is a locality over R. Therefore V is Noetherian, so V is a DVRPL over R.
Conversely, assume that V is a DVRPL over R and a locality over R. Then V is of the form A P , where A is a finitely generated integral domain over R, say A = R[x lf •••,$*]. Then it is clearly sufficient to show that each x 3 -is in some R i9 For this, let x -x β and assume that x^R t .
Then We close this section of the paper with the following generalization of [1, Proposition 4.4] and of [14, Proposition 5.1] together with the converse of these two referenced results. 
If the sequence of quadratic transformations of R along V is finite, then V is a locality over R and a DVRPL over R of the first kind.
Proof. 2.22.1. Assume that trd (V/N)/(R/M) = altitude R -1. Then, by 2.6.2, F is a DVRPL over R. Therefore, by definition, V is of the form A' p , where A f is the integral closure of a finitely generated integral domain A over R. Then, since R is analytically unramified, A! is a finite A-algebra [2, Theorem 3] , so V is a locality over R. Hence, by 2.21, the sequence of quadratic transformations of R along V is finite.
2.22.2. Assume that the sequence of quadratic transformations of R along V is finite. Then, by 2.21, 7 is a locality over R and a DVRPL over R. Hence, by 2.11, V is of the first kind.
In particular, 2.22 holds for a regular local ring, since a regular local ring R is analytically irreducible [15, Corollary 1, p. 302] and satisfies the altitude formula [8, Theorem 3.1] (since R is unmixed).
3* Localities and elements with property (T)* In this section we prove a Theorem 3.2 which is related to 2.11, and which shows that certain localities over a given local domain satisfy the altitude formula. Then some corollaries to 3.2 are proved.
To prove 3.2, we need the following definition. THEOREM 3.2. Let (S, P) 6β a locality over a local domain (R 9 M) such that P f] R = M 9 let E and F be the quotient fields of S and R 9 respectively, and assume that y 19 , y g in S have property (T). Then the following statements hold:
S satisfies the altitude formula and altitude S + trd (S/P)/(R/M) -altitude R + trd S/R.

3.2.2.
For each DVRPL F* over S in E 9 F* is of the first kind and V* f) F is a DVRPL over R of the first kind.
Either R satisfies the altitude formula or 9 for each DVRPL V over R in F which is of the second kind 9 PV[S] = V[S].
Proof. , y g ]. Then, by [9, Lemma 4.2] , MB -P Π B is prime and depth MB = g. Also, by the altitude inequality for MB over R [15, Proposition 2, p. 326 3.2.2. Let (V* 9 N*) be a DVRPL over S in E. Then F* is of the first kind, by 3.2.1 and 2.11, so trd (V*/N*)/(S/P) -altitude S ~ 1. Let F = F* n F and N = N* f) F 9 so (F, JV) is a DVR [5, 33.7] (F Φ F, since Nf]R = N*nSnR = M). Therefore V satisfies the altitude formula. Now F* is a pseudo-locality over R 2.2.1, so F* is a pseudo-locality over V. Therefore, as 3.2.3. Assume that 12 doesn't satisfy the altitude formula, let (F, N) be a DVRPL over R in F which is of the second kind 2.11, and suppose that PF[S] is proper. Let Q be a maximal ideal in V [S] such that PV[S] C Q, so Q n S -P, hence Q n V = AT (since Q(Ίl2 = QπSnl2 = Pnl2 = M). Since F[S] ρ is Noetherian (since S is a quotient ring of a finitely generated integral domain over 12 and F is Noetherian), let F* be a DVRPL over F [S] ρ in E 2.6.1. Now F[S] ρ = S[F] ρ is a pseudo-locality over S (since F is integral over a locality over R 2.2.2), so F* is a pseudo-locality over £ 2.2.1, hence F* is a DVRPL over S. Therefore F* is of the first kind, by 3.2.2, so F = F* Π F is a DVRPL over 12 of the first kind 3.
2.2;] contradiction. Therefore PV[S] = V[S].
It is an open problem if the following holds: If (S, P) is a locality over a local domain (12, M) such that P Γ\ R = M and 3^, , #0 in S have property (T), then there exist x lf , x a _ t (a = altitude 12) in S which have property (T) (that is, the P-residue classes of the Xi are algebraically independent over R/M and R [x 19 , a? α _J is algebraic over 12). However, the following result shows that something close to this holds. PROPOSITION 3.3. Let {R, Λf), (S, P), F, and E be as in It is known [4, Proposition 3, p. 417] that the completion of a separably generated integrally closed locality (L, Q) over a DVR is analytically irreducible (that is, the Q-adic completion of L is an integral domain). This will be used in the proof of the following corollary to 3.3. Proof. Since R is analytically unramified and E is separable over F, S r is a finite S-algebra [2, Theorem 2], Therefore, for each maximal ideal P f in S\ S' P , is a locality over R, hence S' P , is a locality over V = S' P , Π F, and 7 is a DVR 3.3. Therefore, by [4, Proposition 3, p. 417] , S P , is analytically irreducible.
Since the completion of a semi-local domain (U; M u •• ,ilί /ι ) is isomorphic to the direct sum of the completions of the U M . [5, 17.7] , we have the following corollary to 3.4. Proof. This follows immediately from 3.4 and [5, 17.7] . COROLLARY 3.6 . With the notation of 3.4, assume further that S' is quasi-local. Then S is analytically irreducible.
Proof. By 3.4, S r is analytically irreducible. Also, S is a subspace of S' (since S' is a finite S-algebra [2, Theorem 2] ), so S is analytically irreducible.
We close this paper with the following remark. REMARK 3.7. 3.3 shows that the main result in [6] holds without the assumption of an infinite residue field. That is, in [6] it is proved that if (R, M) is a regular local domain of altitude two such that R/M is an infinite field, then, for each finite separable extension domain A over R, the integral closure of A is a finite A-algebra and A P is analytically unramified, for all prime ideals P in A. (This result was extended to the case R is an arbitrary regular domain in [7] , and to the case R is an analytically unramified local domain in [2] .) The only place in [6] where the assumption that R/M is infinite was used was in the proof of the following result [6, Lemma 4.3] : If (S, P) is a separably generated locality over a regular local domain {R, M) (altitude R -2) such that P Π R -M and S contains a set of elements with property (T), then there exists a finite integral extension domain S* of S such that S* is contained in the integral closure S' of S and Sj5 Π F is a DVR, for each maximal ideal P* in S* and where F is the quotient field of R. Now, the first paragraph of the proof of [6, Lemma 4.3] shows that it may be assumed that S' is quasi-local. Therefore 3.3 shows that, if P' is the maximal ideal in S', then V = S' P , D F = S' Π F is a DVRPL over R of the first kind. Thus, since is regular, V is a locality over R [1, Proposition 4.4] , say V -A P , where A is finitely generated over
R. Then S* -S[A] Q S[V] £ S
f (since S' is quasilocal), S* is a finite S-algebra, and S* n F = V is a DVR Therefore, 3.3 gives as alternate proof of [6, Lemma 4.3] without assuming that R/M is an infinite field.
